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SECRET
Security information

1 April 1953

MEMORANDUM FOR* GPP

SUBJECT * PSB Staff Masting, Wednesday, 1 April 1953

25X1

A

noted that the spooifics

1.

At the outset of the ’nesting
of Section II, paragraph 3.B. of PSB D-4Q, the CIA Annex to the r>i«n on
Stalin* a death, ware simply for the guidance of the working group.

2, Mr. Phillips of State Department advised the meeting that State
had requested the PSB to supervise the preparation of a plan for specific
Measures to he taken in Iran predicated on certain assumed contingencies.;
that this would be in effect a contingency supplement to the Middle Eastern
Plan, The formal proposal will be forwarded to CIA in duo course.

3. With respect to the agenda far the meeting on April 2, 1953,
first, it is to be noted that the time and plaoe of the meeting have
been changed to meet the convenience of General Smith who will go directly
from the airport from an out-of-town trip to the meeting,

a. Item 1 of the agenda is a carry-over item.

b. Item 2 : C. P, Jackson will simply report,

c. Item 3s It was the tenor of the discussion that D-7a is a
good contingency plan and that the implementing operational plans are
In good shape. However, among the implications to be discussed is
the current nrapnrntion of appropriate courses of action with respect
to the "sick and wounded" repatriation question, Mr. Phillips stated
that State hati cabled General Clark that he was to proceed to nego-
tiate on good faith on an eocploratory basis pending formulation of
a U. 3. position on underlying questions, such as the definition of
a neutral nation. However, in the course of the discussion it was
pointed out that we should undertake to consider the appropriate
courses of action with respect to the corollary question of the
repatriation of American prisoners, recognising that some brain-washed
end otherwise may refuse to repatriate and that certain hard-core
Cossaunists, representing converts or otherwise, will be among those
repatriated, A collateral aspect of the negotiations appears to be

that the
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that the initiative for the negotiation* warns to cons frtm fta&pim

with •iiiToenmitn from Moscow indicating possible shifts in

the ocntsr of gravity on tbs Coonunist front which CIA might wall

exploit. Another rolatod question is whether the current anolstloa

efforts nay not be the prelude to a gigantic peace offensive with

poobqb&c Implications (particularly on the American hone front) ae

well as political.

d. Item 4 wae put on the agenda at the instance of It*, Dulles,

reparsseating a carry-over from last week} however, discussion indicated

that C. D. Jackson is apparently of the opinion that NSG 86/1 does not

give enough emphasis for the FX sexploitation of defection.

o. Item 5 was put on the agenda at the instance of C» D. Jackson,

with the underlying purport of diaoustdng the preparation of a bill of

particulars for the next Assembly. This is in line with Mr. Lodge’s

thinking that the UR Is the most effective medium for PW that xm have

and that at the next tssembly he would like to move from the defensive

to the offensive and that he would like 8 or 9 underlying items to

prosecute this offensive.

f. Pith respect to item 6 as to which the DC I has already taken

a position as indicated by the attached mama, the only comment is that

Ifr. Phillips would have preformed that in lieu of the word, "approved,™

in the last paragraph that the word, "endorsed," be substituted.
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